A case study on r/Malaysia

Modernizing Community Moderation
Derek Chong

Note: In place of a YouTube video I elected to demonstrate my results in the form of an interactive
online demo that readers can try for themselves. Please refer to Classifying Promotion: Interactive
Demo below for more information.

Introduction
“When the variety or complexity of the environment exceeds the capacity of a system
(natural or artificial) the environment will dominate and ultimately destroy that system.”
-- Ross Ashby
Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety, also known as the First Law of Cybernetics, requires that control
systems be more complex and flexible than the system being controlled.
It is clear that in recent years, online communities have struggled to keep pace with the demands of
environmental complexity. Online communities and discussion boards have become an essential part
of the modern public commons, and are vital to the exchange of ideas and shared thought. But at the
same time, every major platform seems to be failing to fulfil this ideal at scale, falling prey to political
influence campaigns, manipulation for financial gain, filtering out reality, polarizing users, enabling
trolling, and as an end result, damaging users’ well-being.
A key component of a healthy online community is quality moderation, which frequently relies on
the cognitive surplus of volunteer moderation teams. As this is only available in limited quantities,
tooling and automation is essential to ensure that moderator efforts can be applied to maximally
develop their communities. However, in practice tooling is surprisingly primitive. The state of the
art appears to be the use of generically-tuned Bayesian spam filters and at most, rules-based engines,
with growing interest and more advanced technologies used in some inhouse moderation teams:
“There are some areas where technical tools are helping us do this job […] but the vast
majority, when we’re looking at hate speech or we’re looking at bullying or we’re
looking at harassment, there is a person looking at it and trying to determine what’s

happening in that offline world and how that manifests itself online.” – Monika Bickert,
Facebook
For my contest entry, I would like to examine the application of tools acquired in CS109 to improving
the effectiveness of online community moderation, as well as to better understanding the underlying
dynamics of the community userbase, particularly in the area of problematic or “toxic” users. I will
do so in the context of a country-specific community on Reddit, of which I am a moderator,
r/Malaysia.

Background
On r/Malaysia
I have been a moderator of Reddit's r/Malaysia, a country subreddit with about 80,000 users, for
about two years. This has provided exposure to the inside perspective on the challenges of
community-building and moderation as a community scales.
I intend to use the subreddit as a petri dish, in which we can run analysis and experiments that can
later be scaled as desired. The subreddit will be helpful to this end in that while relatively small
(receiving three million views a month), it is a fully-functioning community with a distinct culture
and norms, where users operate in the same timezone. Metadata on users, content and moderation is
readily available, and policies are much more comprehensive that across the site as a whole. Also
importantly, I have buy-in from the moderation team to run analysis and experiments for the purposes
of this project.
Access to comprehensive moderator data and context will be a key advantage in our analysis. Studies
on social media studies are frequently conducted from an external sociological perspective, whereas
we have access and understanding of every content removal, warning, ban, user annotation, user
report and moderator discussion required. From my review of the academic literature, there seem to
be relatively few studies which take advantage of community moderation data.

User Toxicity
Online communities have learned over the years that moderation is essential in preventing the topics
that generate the strongest emotions from taking over. Said topics tend to attract obsessive users,
who hold strong, fixed opinions, and also have much more disposable time than normal users.
Allowing this process to run unchecked eventually drives out regular users, which drives out regular
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discussion, and sends communities into death spirals. Other kinds of misbehavior affects the quality
of communities as well, through Broken Windows Theory - self-promotion, spam, hate speech, or
things as simple as violating basic norms such as post format requirements (the equivalent of
littering).
For the purposes of this report I will refer to such users as “toxic users”.
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Data and Cleansing
Plan and Scope
We identified a data collection period which would provide data that is consistent and representative
of the current state of the community: major subreddit moderation and rule changes were introduced
in 2018 to combat toxicity as the subreddit grew in size (as subreddit subscriber count doubles every
year), which were announced on 9 October 2018.
We collected data from this date to 25 May 2020, one week before the beginning of the data
collection period, to ensure post and content scores settled to their final values, a duration of about
19 months.
We identified key sources of external data, which were both required in order to ensure
comprehensive coverage:
• Official Reddit API: Provides live data, but limits results to 1,000 entries of any kind. No
access to deleted posts, which are important for our purposes. Internal moderation data is
available programmatically. However this API is severely rate limited (30 requests per
minute), such that it is not viable to collect all data via this channel.
• Pushshift API: A third-party source which provides an extensive repository of reddit data at
high throughput, but without accurate post and comment karma scores. Deleted posts
available. Very occasionally missing a post or comment.
• YouTube API: Provides data at a relatively low rate limit per day.

Data Collection
We collected data in bulk upfront, as collection lead time was a concern due to rate limits on external
API: if some data was required later across a large range of users, we might not be able to retrieve it
in a timely fashion.
We designed strategies for intelligent data collection. At 30 requests per minute, the 750,000
comments on r/Malaysia during the measurement period would take 416 hours to collect. We found
ways to squeeze multiple requests into single calls, or maximizing the value of data returned per call
(for example, making post requests and capturing the metadata for every comment provided, or
squeezing 50 video IDs onto each YouTube API call).
We identified following sets of data as potentially useful for our analysis, and collected it across a
dozen separate Python scripts and queries, taking over 2 days of runtime:
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Type
Subreddit data

Item
All posts
All comments

Volumes
44,487 posts, 213.9MB PSAW / 1.74GB PRAW
774,713 comments, 1.68GB PSAW

Moderation data

Ban list
Modmail
Moderation log
User annotations
Metadata
for
all
r/Malaysia users
Posts by users to any
subreddit
Comments by users to
any subreddit
Video metadata for
videos posted to sub
Channel metadata

15.6MB Reddit API

User data

Youtube data

26,158 users, 40.5MB PRAW
12.21GB PSAW
31.49GB PSAW
2,125 videos

5.8MB

1,191 channels

1.7MB

Data Cleansing
We found that it was extremely important to remove bots from dataset when running analyses. Bots
are much more active than normal users and operate in irregular patterns and across timezones. We
ran a multiple-pass approach:
•

Picked out very well known bots

•

Sorted comment by size and removed obvious bot names

•

Sorted user activity by frequency and picked out obvious bot usernames

•

Added list of known bots

•

Sorted users by activity variance (see below)

We identified and removed around 250 bots.
Where applicable, we ran passes to exclude where would affect particular questions, for example
karma counts are not available for deleted Reddit comments, and some YouTube accounts hide their
view and/or subscriber counts. Such removals are highlighted within subsections below.
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Scoring User Toxicity
In order to perform analysis on toxic users, we first need to have a metric for toxicity.
After considering methods of scoring based on quantifying the moderator interventions required per
user (warning, content removals, bans, etc.), we discovered a simple and effective metric in the form
of user reports.
User reports are a feature that Reddit provides which enables users to submit anonymous reports on
content that breaks subreddit or sitewide rules. We parsed all user reports from all comments made
during the measurement period, and aggregated them for each user. We found that the average
number of reports per comment that a user receives correlates quite well with moderator
interventions:

I believe this is because the users that are aware of the reporting feature and use it regularly tend to
be (a) more conscientious than average and (b) regulars of the subreddit community, who have been
properly educated on community rules and norms. From a statistical point of view, users do not see
who else has submitted a report, which means each report can be thought of as independent
observations from the underlying distribution of the offending user’s toxicity level. As such,
although moderators frequently encounter inaccurate reports, at the aggregate level the Central Limit
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Theorem may take loose effect on the sum of the reports on each user (despite the sample size being
small for each user), causing a wisdom-of-crowds effect to emerge.
Note that the scatter plot above is placed on a log-log scale in base 10, as user interaction appears to
follow a power law, where a small minority of users contribute an exponential volume of content. A
log-linear
plot
of
absolute
reports
for
comparison:

To further verify this finding, we examine expected report ratios conditioned on moderator
interventions:
E[reports per comment | user permabanned] = 0.151
E[reports per comment | user banned at least once] = 0.135
E[reports per comment | user has mod annotations] = 0.0807
E[reports per comment | user has user reports only] = 0.00590
Additional insights from interpreting the data and plots above:
• As the number of reports per comment increases, users become increasingly likely to
encounter mod interventions. Setting aside users with zero reports and/or zero comments,
the correlation coefficient on the first plot above is -0.91, which is very strong.
• User accounts exist in a surprisingly tight band of reports per comment. If a user is constantly
receiving reports they tend to be removed from the community. This suggests that
moderation decisions are generally fair.
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• However, a certain amount of tolerance for reports seems to emerge as a user account
becomes more prolific. This might be due to longtime users being better at gaming the limits
of acceptable behavior, or increased moderator tolerance for the misbehavior of regular
users.
• Toxic users delete their accounts over time: We found a significant number of comments
from deleted accounts (where the username was not retrievable), where the average reports
per comment was an extreme outlier, and removed from the above plots.
• Most users are “good”: Out of the 23,832 users who commented on the subreddit during the
measurement period, only 1,019 received any reports at all!
Based on the above, we conclude that although more finely-tuned scoring metrics may be developed
with additional study, user reports may be used as a reasonable basis for measuring or classifying
toxicity in our following analyses.
For classification purposes, we ran a linear regression on the logs of the data above, which returned
the following:
log(predicted reports per comment) = -0.0342*log(total comments) - 0.838

We classified users as toxic if they scored greater than one point higher than predicted by the above
equation given above. We then examined the resulting set of users identified and verified that this
cutoff was reasonable: most of the users returned were generally known to be problematic by the
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moderation team. This sanity check also identified several toxic users which were not yet known to
the team.
Given the success of this approach and time constraints, we elected to use this set of users for our
following analyses without applying a more rigorous cutoff (e.g.: using standard deviation to set the
classification cutoff at a particular percentile of the userbase).
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Toxicity and Sleep
It is extremely well-established in the medical literature that poor sleep is associated with mental
health issues of all kinds, including depression, anxiety, mood disorders, OCD, ADHD and
schizophrenia. Sleep disorders have been described as a core symptom of depression, wherein three
quarters of depressed patients have symptoms of insomnia. Mood disorders are found in one third to
half of patients with chronic sleep problems. Causally, chronic insomnia is a risk factor for
developing anxiety disorders and depression, and sleep interventions reduce the severity of mental
health symptoms.
Given the above, one question that we might ask our dataset is whether toxic users sleep more poorly
than regular users. Users accumulate hundreds to thousands of timestamped posts and comments per
year in their engagement with the subreddit, which when aggregated, can be used to shed light on
their patterns of sleep at both the individual and aggregate levels. Finding poorer patterns of sleep
might suggest that one root cause of toxic behaviour online is the existence of underlying mental
health issues.

Aggregate Sleep Statistics
We classified users into toxic and non-toxic groups as previously described, and plotted the
distribution of both groups’ activity by time of day in Malaysia, across all activity in each user’s
Reddit account. We normalised activity levels such that each user contributed exactly 1/n to their
plot, and accumulated activity into 20-minute buckets to improve comprehensibility:
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We found surprisingly clear differences between the shape of the activity patterns of the toxic and
nontoxic users. Toxic users go to bed and wake up one hour earlier than non-toxic users, and appear
to have a slightly wider spread in their windows of sleep. We observed experimentally that this
difference increased when we set a higher toxicity classification cutoff, suggesting that this is a true
feature of toxic users.
The diagram above seems to show that toxic users participate less than regular users during the night
(and more during the day). We confirm that this is an artifact of the normalization process by plotting
in terms of activity per user, which reveals that the previous is actually caused by the dramatically
higher activity of toxic users during the daytime as compared to regular users:

To further examine the differences in width of sleep windows, we developed a technique for
normalising sleep timing across users, regardless of each user’s actual timezone or working hours:
•

We restrict our dataset to users with at least 50 activities within the measurement period, to
ensure there is a reasonable amount of sample data.

•

For each user, we bucket their activities individually into one-hour buckets across their day.

•

Given that sleep is a physiological need, users must sleep for at least a contiguous four-hour
period somewhere during their day. We identify the period in which the sum of activity for
three hours is on average the lowest, and label the centre of this period the user’s peak sleep
time.

We found that this process produced quite good results at the level of individual users (charts
provided with usernames omitted for privacy reasons):
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Once we have all users’ peak sleep times, we shift each users’ activity timestamps such that their
peak sleep time appears at noon, and reaggregate the data for both sets of users:
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This plot confirms that even once possible differences in time zones and working hours are accounted
for, on toxic users have a wider variance of activity around their peak sleep hours (an additional
range of 45 to 120 minutes), suggesting poorer sleep hygiene.

Individual Sleep Statistics
Now that we can identify the peak sleep time of individual users, we can score sleep quality on a
user-by-user basis.
For each user, we measure the amount of activity per night that the user engages in which occurs in
a seven-hour window centred around their peak sleep time. The National Sleep Foundation suggests
that adults require a minimum of seven hours of sleep per night. If a user is regularly active on Reddit
during the window in which they are most frequently sleeping, this implies that their sleep is
disturbed in some way, such as generally poor sleep hygiene, or medical conditions such as insomnia,
frequent night waking, or delayed phase syndrome.
For the purposes of this exercise we exclude both users who have less than 50 activity datapoints as
above (we cannot be confident about their average sleep time), and users who have less than 5
activity datapoints specifically on our subreddit, because while they may exhibit sleep disturbances,
we are unlikely to have enough experience with this user on our subreddit to classify them as toxic,
even if they are extremely toxic across other subreddits.
We find the following statistics for the different sets of users:

# Users
Nights active per days active
Night comments per days active
Night comments per nights active

Toxic
83
0.228
0.618
2.22

Non-Toxic
7,129
0.172
0.354
1.70

Combined
7,212
0.173
0.357
1.70

These results show that toxic users are dramatically more active at night than non-toxic users, per
day that they are active on Reddit as a whole. Toxic users are active on Reddit during their regular
seven-hour sleep window 33% more often than non-toxic users, and on the nights that they are up,
they make 31% more comments, resulting in a total of 75% more night comments per day
Plotting the histograms of each set of users’ night comments per day, we see that the distributions
look somewhat distinct:
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We used the bootstrap method to estimate p-values for the probability that both of these samples
were drawn from the same underlying population. We combined the data from both samples into a
single universal distribution, drew samples of size 83 from it 10,000 times at random, computed the
sample mean for each sample, and recorded the number of times this was greater than the mean of
the observed toxic users sample.
The resulting p-value was 0.0005, which suggests that the sleep statistics of the toxic users sample
was very unlikely to have arisen by chance.
We considered that this effect might be occurring due to the fact that toxic users tend to be more
active on Reddit than the average user, and confirmed that the effect persisted and continued to be
statistically significant when we calculated bootstrap p-values against a sample of nontoxic users
randomly selected to have a similar sample mean, with p = 0.0034.
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Classifying Self-Promotion
Managing self-promotional activity is another area where I believe that tools learned in CS109 might
be applied to improve the state of online communities. Moderators regularly spend time removing
self-promotional content on communities across the internet. This content hurts the signal-to-noise
ratio of the community and is not always easy to identify using a generic spam filter, and selfpromoters have strong incentives to find ways to post their content.
My experience of the decision process for this activity is that identifying self-promotion correctly
requires some intelligence, but essentially boils down to considering the values of a few inputs. This
seems like a task that might be tractable for a probabilistic classifier.
One major block of self-promotion removals is users posting their own content from YouTube.
Querying our dataset revealed that 2,375 of the 44,487 submissions in our measurement period were
YouTube posts, and a surprisingly high 1,059 of these 2,375 posts were later removed by moderators.
As this seems like a healthy amount of data for training purposes, we decided to constrain the scope
of this exercise to self-promotion via YouTube (although other classes of self-promotion can be
handled similarly).

Features and Data Collection
To begin, we considered the information we personally use when making decisions about whether a
piece of content is self-promotion, and how best to encode these in a numeric format. We identified
the following features that might be easily retrieved in real-time by a classifier script:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name similarity
Subscriber count
View count
YouTube post ratio
Reddit karma
Account vs. post date
Post vs. publish date
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YouTube channel

How similar is the name of the user to the YouTube channel?
How many subscribers does the YouTube channel have?
How many views does the YouTube video have?
What percentage of the user’s recent posts are from YouTube?
How much karma does the user’s account have?
How long has this Reddit account existed for prior to this post?
How long ago was the YouTube video published relative to when
it was posted?
Does this YouTube channel have a track record of non-selfpromotional content?

We next wrote Python scripts to collect values for each feature, for every post in our training set. We
set aside posts where any item was not available, for example in the cases where users deleted their
accounts, where the YouTube channel was set to hide its statistics, or where the post was actually a
YouTube channel, user or playlist instead of a video.
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We also collected the approval/rejection decision made by the moderation team and made the choice
to use this as the sample classification for training purposes. While not all video removals are for
self-promotional reasons, this is an authoritative source of truth, and may encode other information
that the classifier might be able to make use of (also, hand-classifying 2,000 videos is nontrivial!).
After all collection and validation, the resulting dataset contained 1,823 rows of post data. We set
aside a random 20% of this data to serve as test data for validating classifier performance.

Naïve Bayesian Classifier
As several of the features above are continuous in nature (ranging over a large set of values) with no
clear parametric form, and Naïve Bayes classifiers prefer discretized data, we decided to create
handmade buckets for each feature. We generated histograms for each feature, plotting all approvals
and removals against feature values, for every row in our training set:
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Note that plots are on a logarithmic scale, as much of the data was exponential in nature (such as
YouTube view and subscriber counts).
We decided on 2-4 buckets for each feature, selecting bucket cutoffs by looking for clear delineations
in the histogram data and applying domain knowledge. We then bucketed the training data
accordingly and hand-implemented the Naïve Bayes classifier.
We ran the classifier on the test dataset and received the following results:

Approvals
Removals

Precision
0.70383275
0.81553398

Recall
0.91402715
0.49704142

Interpreting the above: Our classifier does not appear to be not very accurate as a whole, but turns
out to be quite suitable for the task at hand.
•

It correctly approves 91.4% of all posts that would have been be approved, meaning minimal
risk of widespread incorrect removals, which are more harmful than incorrect approvals, as
they become hard for the moderation team to spot and correct.

•

It correctly removes only 49.7% of all posts that would have been removed. This may be an
outcome consistent with the fact that we trained the classifier on data that was not all selfpromotional.

•

81.6% of all the posts it removes are actually self-promotion.

On further assessment we believe that the performance of the classifier may actually be closer to 9599% in production:
•
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The classifier appears to have correctly understood the underlying self-promotion “signal”:
When we looked at the supposed false positives: (a) more than half were items that should

have been removed but were missed by moderators, (b) many of the users were tagged as
probable self-promoters by moderators despite allowing one video, (c) some of the posts were
self-deleted, meaning moderators did not get to see them, and (d) the remaining items were
exceptions that moderators made to the rules!
•

Feature buckets in the training set were hand-configured with production in mind: For
example YouTube videos from 18 months ago have view counts that are significantly higher
than freshly-submitted self-promotional material.

Based on the assessment above, we made the decision to move forward with implementing and
deploying the classifier bot on the subreddit.

Other Classifiers
We also tried training a Logistic Regression classifier on our dataset, using scikit-learn instead of by
hand (saving time, while learning a new software package). Following a similar training procedure,
we received the following results on the test set:

Approvals
Removals

Precision
0.73378840
0.74233129

Recall
0.83657588
0.60804020

Strikingly, despite this classifier being more suitable for continuous inputs, it performs similarly or
worse on every dimension except for recall of Removals, meaning it identifies more items that should
actually be removed.
Given that Logistic Regression works better with linearity in its inputs, we tried retraining the
classifier on the dataset with logarithms applied to features with exponential components. This
improved the results several by 2-5% on every evaluation criteria:

Approvals
Removals

Precision
0.76206897
0.78313253

Recall
0.85992218
0.65326633

However, Approvals recall is a key dimension for our application and in this, the classifier still
performs worse than a Naïve Bayes classifier.
Since scikit-learn requires input data to be standardized to a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1,
we can examine the weights of the classifier to learn about the importance of each feature. The
features which affect the result the most are posting the same video repeatedly (0.69), rapid posting
after account creation (0.51) and the YouTube channel being marked as trusted (0.39). Somewhat
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surprisingly, the classifier gets almost no value out of knowing how long ago the video was published
(0.08).
For interest, we finally also tried applying our data to scikit-learn’s Random Forest classifier, which
seems to be well-regarded and only required a few lines of code to plug in:

Approvals
Removals

Precision
0.77777778
0.77401130

Recall
0.84435798
0.68844221

While this classifier outperforms the Logistic Regression classifier on most dimensions, and both
classifiers seem to be identifying additional signal within the removals data that is lost in the process
of hand-bucketing, such that they correctly classify an additional 18% of all removals, Naïve Bayes
continues to perform the best on the key evaluation criteria for our task.

Bot Deployment
We designed a bot as a serverless AWS Lambda function, to avoid the overhead of hosting and
managing a server or virtual machine. The function is configured to automatically trigger every five
minutes, and consumes under 1 GB-s of processing time per call, which means it can be run
indefinitely on the AWS free tier.
We implemented the orchestration, processing and data API calls required for realtime instead of
batch operation, ported our classifier code to run in this structure, set up a moderator user on Reddit
for the bot (the choice of username was provided by the community), and a test subreddit,
implemented moderation API calls, and tested it extensively before deploying it to the r/Malaysia
subreddit.
Within the first two hours of being in live operation, the bot correctly detected and removed a selfpromotional post, and has made not yet made an incorrect call as of the time of this contest
submission.

Interactive Demo
I have configured the r/HelloPulisBotTesting subreddit for any reader who would like to try out the
bot in action. If you submit a video to this subreddit, within five minutes you should receive a private
message informing you of the classification decision, and letting you know the weights it calculated
for each feature of your post and video.
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Some things you can try:
•

Examine the removals made by the bot by viewing its comment history.

•

Using an established Reddit account, post a video to the subreddit which has been on the top
of r/Videos and has a high view and subscriber count.

•

Create a throwaway Reddit account and post a recently-uploaded video to the subreddit
(please ensure your channel’s subscriber count is not hidden!)

I have also configured Reddit user with locked-down moderator permissions for the test subreddit,
which readers can use to inspect the internal workings of the bot on test submissions:
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•

Log in as u/HelloPulisBotAuditor with password “CS109rocks”

•

Visit the moderation log of r/HelloPulisBotTesting to see when the bot fires.

•

View the bot’s internal data store to examine its weights and feature bucket configuration.

Discussion and Future Work
This project has produced several initial results which may be a starting point for future work.

Toxicity scoring
It should be possible to refine toxicity scoring such that it may be calculated quickly live and used
in the input to more advanced moderation classification tasks, such as directly acting on user reports
related to hate speech and offensive content.
On first glance, I found it surprising that toxicity may be estimated from user report counts alone: If
this is the case, why is human moderation required? But on further reflection, the reason this is
effective at all is that we have done our job in creating a strong framework of norms and rules,
communicated this to the community over time, and secured buy-in. This role is necessary
irrespective of the level of automation we are able to apply to day-to-day policing.

Sleep disorders
We have shown that toxic users in our community tend to have sleep patterns that are relatively
heterogenous to the general population. This appears to be a novel research finding: while there is
research into personality traits of online trolls and the relationship of mood to trolling (terms used in
research in a similar way to our definition of toxicity), I was not able to find any research taking an
epidemiological view of problematic online behavior. We may be in a good position to examine this
area of research further.
My sense is that our current result may actually significantly underestimate the reality of sleep
disturbances in the toxic user population. Our approach bundles in users that are toxic on the broader
site, but do not participate in our community enough to have been tagged as toxic, which means that
their sleep data is misclassified. We examined the dataset by hand and quickly found several
extremely toxic when sorting by poor sleep quality. Sharper tools may also exist for estimating sleep
quality, such as calculating variance statistics of nighttime online activity, and linking results to
medical diagnostic criteria.
An especially interesting next question comes to mind as an application of this finding. If we can
detect poor sleep online at scale, can we also perform interventions which help users with their sleep
in a similar way? One could design a program which reached out to users at scale, informed them of
medical risks, and made it easy to access resources and progress tracking. This unusual access to an
unhealthy population could provide improvements to public health at minimal cost.
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Probabilistic Classifiers
This tool appears to be broadly applicable to the field of moderation at scale. Well-managed online
communities design their rules to be clear, easy to interpret and easy to enforce – and produce large
feeds of classification data in doing so. This seems like an ideal scenario for classification algorithms;
I now see multiple areas where this tool might be applied within my subreddit alone.
The classifier we have developed is expected to save only 17 hours per year of moderator effort, but
time savings scale linearly with community size. I believe a solution at scale should exist such that
moderator energies might be directed towards higher-impact community development efforts.
We learned that Naïve Bayesian classifiers are surprisingly effective, even when compared against
cutting-edge algorithms.
Further work on the self-promotion classifier might include adding more features to improve
accuracy (such as providing user annotations data), and configuring it to improve its weights over
time by watching the moderator activity feed.
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Conclusion
This project confirmed that there appears to be significant low-hanging fruit in applying modern
Computer Science tools to the field of online community moderation.
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